### Ancillary Chemo Sets  [30400007]

#### General

**Vitals [127085]**

- [ ] Frequent vital signs [NUR2069]
  - Indication:
    - Q15 minutes x (# of occurrences):
    - Q30 minutes x (# of occurrences):
    - Q1 hour x (# of occurrences):
    - Q2 hours x (# of occurrences):
    - Q4 hours x (# of occurrences):
    - Then:
      - Until discontinued, Starting S

- [ ] Weigh patient [NUR494]
  - Routine, Once For 1 Occurrences

#### Notify Provider [127086]

- [X] Notify provider [NUR183]
  - Routine, Until discontinued, Starting S
  - Systolic BP greater than:
  - Pulse greater than: 110
  - Temperature greater than (celsius): 38
  - Systolic BP less than: 90

#### Nursing Intervention [127089]

- [X] Initiate CVAD Management [NUR185]
  - Routine, Until discontinued, Starting S

- [X] Utilize local anesthetic [NUR185]
  - Routine, Until discontinued, Starting S, For CVAD Access per local Nursing procedure.

- [X] Nurse may initiate IV Catheter Care, Outpatient Physician order #858 [NUR185]
  - Routine, Until discontinued, Starting S

- [X] For infusion reactions initiate drug related hypersensitivity physician order #774 [NUR185]
  - Routine, Until discontinued, Starting S

#### Labs – Outpatient

**Chemistry - STAT [127091]**

- [ ] Basic metabolic panel [LAB15]
  - STAT, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

- [ ] Comprehensive metabolic panel [LAB17]
  - STAT, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

- [ ] Magnesium [LAB103]
  - STAT, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

**Provider’s Initial:**  

---
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### PATIENT INFORMATION

**Hematology - STAT [127092]**

- [ ] CBC and differential [LAB293] STAT, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

**Chemistry - in AM [127093]**

- [ ] Basic metabolic panel - in AM [LAB15] Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1
- [ ] Magnesium - in AM [LAB103] Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

### Labs - Before Each Cycle

**Chemistry - Daily [127097]**

- [ ] Basic metabolic panel - daily [LAB15] ______REQUARDED Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1
- [ ] Comprehensive metabolic panel - daily [LAB17] ______REQUARDED Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

**Hematology - Daily [127098]**

- [ ] CBC and differential - daily [LAB293] ______REQUARDED Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

**Chemistry - Weekly [127099]**

- [ ] Comprehensive metabolic panel - weekly [LAB17] ______REQUARDED Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1
- [ ] Basic metabolic panel - weekly [LAB15] ______REQUARDED Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

**Hematology - Weekly [127110]**

- [ ] CBC and differential - weekly [LAB293] ______REQUARDED Routine, Lab Collect, Expires: Y+1

### Labs – Inpatient

**Chemistry - STAT [127111]**

- [ ] Basic metabolic panel [LAB15] STAT For 1 Occurrences
- [ ] Comprehensive metabolic panel [LAB17] STAT For 1 Occurrences
- [ ] Magnesium [LAB103] STAT For 1 Occurrences

**Provider’s Initial: _______**
### Hematology - STAT [127112]

| [ ] CBC and differential [LAB293] | STAT For 1 Occurrences |

### Chemistry - in AM [127115]

| [ ] Basic metabolic panel [LAB15] | Morning draw For 1 Occurrences |
| [ ] Magnesium [LAB103] | Morning draw For 1 Occurrences |

### Chemistry - Daily [127116]

| [ ] Basic metabolic panel [LAB15] | Daily |
| [ ] Comprehensive metabolic panel [LAB17] | Daily |

### Hematology - Daily [127117]

| [ ] CBC and differential [LAB293] | Daily |

### Methotrexate [127119]

| [ ] Methotrexate level [LAB481] | STAT For 1 Occurrences Upon completion of methotrexate. |
| [ ] Methotrexate level [LAB481] | Once, Starting S+2 For 1 Occurrences |
| [ ] Methotrexate level [LAB481] | Once, Starting S+4 For 1 Occurrences |
| [ ] Methotrexate level [LAB481] | As needed |

### Imaging – Outpatient

### Imaging Outpatient [127121]

| [ ] ECG 12 lead [ECG1] | REQUIRED Expires: Y+1, Routine, Ancillary Performed |

---

**DATE** | **TIME** | **ORDERING PROVIDER PRINT NAME** | **PROVIDER SIGNATURE**
--- | --- | --- | ---
--- | --- | --- | ---

**DATE** | **TIME** | **RN ACKNOWLEDGED**
--- | --- | ---
--- | --- | ---

---
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